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POTCHEFSTROOM: India head into today’s Under 19
World Cup semi-final against Pakistan in Pochefstroom as
slight favourites but cricket matches between these two
sides are seldom straightforward. 

“When you talk about India-Pakistan (matches) that
brings out an extra edge to the whole competition,” said
former India Test player Zaheer Khan in the Indian media.
“I am sure the boys will be geared up for the big occasion
and they will do well.”

With political relations on a knife-edge, there has been
no Test series between the two countries since 2007/2008
and no white ball series since 2012/2013. The only time
they have come together of late is at international tourna-
ments.  In 2019, they met at Old Trafford during the ODI
World Cup in England - Rohit Sharma’s 140 ensuring a
comfortable India win.

And now it is the turn of the youngsters, the future stars
of international cricket, to go up against each other in South
Africa’s North West province, close to the Mooi river. 

The Indians won their group beating New Zealand and
Japan in the process before going on to hammer Australia
by 74 runs in the quarter-final. Pakistan’s group match
against Bangladesh — who meet New Zealand in the sec-
ond semi-final on Thursday — was abandoned with
Bangladesh in desperate trouble at 106 for nine. The
Pakistanis beat Scotland and Zimbabwe to set up a quar-

ter-final with Afghanistan. That was another comfortable
win in spite of the twitter storm over Afghan spinner Noor
Ahmed running out Muhammad Huraira when he marginal-
ly backed up too far at the bowler’s end. 

The Indian quartet Yashasvi Jaiswal, Ravi Bishnoi,
Akash Singh and Kartik Tyagi have already found their
way into the IPL, each of them making important contribu-
tions in South Africa. “In this World Cup, I bowled very
well in the first game but got no wickets,” fast bowler
Tyagi, whose four for 24 did for Australia in the last round,
told Cricinfo.  “Then the next two games, I bowled poorly
but I took wickets. And finally, against Australia, I bowled
well and got rewarded for them. 

“Ups and downs are the realities of life, so I’ve stopped
thinking about the wickets column. I have just been focus-
ing on the process.” For all the players at this World Cup,
there remains the dream not just of winning but doing
enough to start forging a professional career in the game. 

Some big names have trodden this path before: current
international captains Virat Kohli, Eoin Morgan and Kane
Williamson all figured at the tournament in the past along
with some of the greats of the recent past, players such as
Brian Lara, Yuvraj Singh, Chris Gayle and Steven Smith.

The stage in Potchefstoom is set to see who if any
young Indians or Pakistanis are likely to join this elite band
in the decade ahead. — AFP

Future cricket stars on show as 
India meet Pakistan in U-19 WCup

India-Pakistan match brings out an extra edge to the whole competition

S Africa not fazed 
by playing world 
champions England
CAPE TOWN: New South Africa captain Quinton de Kock
says facing world champions England will be just like play-
ing any other team as they prepare for the three-match
one-day international series starting at Newlands today.

South Africa are seeking to rebuild after a disastrous
World Cup in England last year in which the hosts claimed
the trophy in thrilling fashion with victory over New
Zealand in the final. This will be England’s first match since
the decider at Lord’s in July. “It is just like playing any other
team,” De Kock told reporters yesterday. “Just because you
have a World Cup doesn’t change anything. It is still the
normal England team we will play against.

“I remember last time they came here (in 2016) we did
pretty well and won the series. So it doesn’t really matter if
they are World Cup winners or not. It is the same as if we
are playing Australia, India, Bangladesh, or whoever.”

South Africa have struggled in both the ODI and test
formats in the last 12 months, and while there could be a
certain amount of experimentation as they begin a new
cycle to the 2023 World Cup, De Kock says most important
is to get a series win.

“We have new guys that have come in and they bring a
lot of energy. We have guys who will potentially make their
debut, so the team is very excited,” he said. “We are in a
rebuilding phase and we are looking forward to the next
World Cup squad. We want to give the opportunities to
youngsters and help them grow as cricketers.

“But for this series, we just want to win. There is a lot of
time to give opportunities, but for us right now it is better
to get a series win, just for the morale of the team.” England
have rested Ben Stokes, arguably the world’s best all-
rounder, but De Kock says there is still much quality in the
squad. “It’s always nice not to have to play against Ben
Stokes, but they still have quality players,” he said. “There
are World Cup winners that are part of the squad and they
have also got exciting young players. “To start off with a
win would be great for the team environment and the boys
seem to be up for it.” — AFP

No excuses for England,
says coach Jones
PARIS: England coach Eddie Jones did not look for excuses after
his team fought back to avoid an embarrassing thrashing in a 24-
17 defeat by France in their Six Nations opener on Sunday. The
World Cup runners-up had fallen 24-0 behind and were too far
from their usual high standards in the opening hour to secure vic-
tory at the Stade de France.

“We did not match their intensity early on. Why? We’d all like
to know, if we knew we’d never lose a game,” said Jones, who
had promised England would unleash a “brutal physicality” on
the French. “We were not good enough in the first half, we didn’t
win the gain line.” England were without brothers Mako and Billy
Vunipola and lost powerhouse centre Manu Tuilagi to a groin
injury early on, but Jones would not use those setbacks as reasons
for the loss.

“Tuilagi tweaked his groin. He’s a big gain line player for us. In
those conditions we did miss him, but we’ve got to be good
enough to deal with that,” the Australian said. France’s second try
was debatable as it appeared Charles Ollivon had knocked the ball
on in the build-up but it was awarded after review.

“When I look at the scoresheet afterwards, it’s a try,” Jones
said. “If we think it’s not right, we suck it up and get on with and if
it’s right, we suck it up and get on with it.” Jones thought France
should be given more credit for their performance, especially
scrumhalf Antoine Dupont.

“I don’t think we’re giving the French enough credit here,
one of those games where France should be given credit,” he
said. The Stade de France crowd went into rapture after
Ollivon scored both his tries as Les Bleus dominated England
in a one-sided opening hour and Jones feared the result could
have been worse.

“It was a game that could have been ugly for us, the crowd
were going nuts,” he said. England finally came into the match
after the interval and two Jonny May tries showed their attacking
threat. “I’m disappointed, it was a tough match but we’re proud of
the response we showed,” captain Owen Farrell said. “But we
should have been better in the first half and not let France get the
momentum.” — Reuters
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Bangladesh coach 
Domingo rues 
Pakistan fixture 
DHAKA: Bangladesh begin a to-and-fro commute to
Pakistan tomorrow for a Test and one-day international
series sandwiched between home fixtures — a quirky fix-
ture list prompted by security fears.

They play a first Test in Rawalpindi starting Friday, but
head home immediately afterwards for a series against
Zimbabwe.

They then return to Pakistan for the second Test
beginning April 5, after an ODI on April 3.

“It is not ideal. You always want to go there at least
seven or eight days before a Test match,” coach Russell
Domingo told reporters in Dhaka yesterday.

Bangladesh wanted to play the series in phases
because they want to spend as little time in the country
as possible due to safety concerns.

Until late last year, Pakistan had not hosted an interna-
tional cricket match for nearly a decade after a visiting Sri
Lanka side was ambushed by Islamist gunmen in Lahore
on their way to play a game.

Domingo said he was happy with the form shown by
some of the Bangladesh batsmen in domestic competition
this season, but acknowledged conditions would be dif-
ferent away from home.

Tamim Iqbal scored an unbeaten 334 runs on Sunday
— the highest first-class innings ever on Bangladesh soil
— in a local league game.

Skipper Mominul Haque and senior batsmen
Mahmudullah Riyad and Liton Das have also scored
recent centuries.

“The wickets that they are playing here don’t have
much pace and bounce,” Domingo said.

“I am sure Rawalpindi might have some pace and
bounce... it is going to be a big challenge for the boys.

The South African said he had demanded more com-
mitment from his batsmen — especially away from home.

“Some of the boys know that they have to put in some
big performances on the back of a poor Test series
against India,” he said.

“We have to show a bit more commitment with the
bat, and find ways to manufacture scores even when the
conditions are not good.”

Bangladesh lost all five of their Test matches in 2019,

with their last two defeats coming by an innings margin
against India in November. 

Bangladesh visited Pakistan earlier in January amid
tight security for a three-match Twenty20 international
series in Lahore, which they lost 2-0.

Meanwhile, Tamim Iqbal warmed up for his Test
comeback with a triple century Sunday — the highest
first-class score ever recorded on Bangladeshi soil.

The left-hander became only the second
Bangladeshi to score a triple ton while smashing an
unbeaten 334 for East Zone against Central in the
Bangladesh Cricket League.

He overtook former Under-19 teammate Roqibul
Hasan’s 313, before surpassing Sri Lankan Kumar
Sangakkara’s 319 — against Bangladesh in a Test match
in 2014 — to also chalk up the highest individual innings
in Bangladesh.

“This is really a special feeling. Everyone has a dream,
but I never thought that it would come in this match,”
Tamim told reporters after his innings.

“Scoring 300 is always difficult against any opposition
at any level. If it was easy, you would see someone scor-
ing 300 every month.

Tamim could not have timed his record innings better,
as he is preparing to return to Test cricket after skipping
Bangladesh’s previous three matches, against Afghanistan
and India.

He took a break from international cricket after a dip
in form, and also opted out in November to be with his
expectant wife.

Bangladesh’s top run-scorer in all three formats,
Tamim struggled at the World Cup in England last year
scoring just 235 runs in eight innings at an average of
29.37. — AFP

Penguins clip 
Caps in first 
meeting of season
WASHINGTON: Sam Lafferty, Patric Hornqvist,
Dominik Simon and Brandon Tanev each scored a goal
as the visiting Pittsburgh Penguins defeated the
Washington Capitals 4-3 Sunday. This was the first
time the two rivals have met this season, and the 75th
game where Sidney Crosby and Alex Ovechkin did
battle — including the playoffs. Crosby and his friends
took this one, as their offense kept the pressure on
Washington for long stretches. Pittsburgh goalie Matt
Murray was in just his eighth game since the start of
December but now has won six in a row. He finished
with 29 saves, including 11 in the third period.
Meanwhile, Washington rookie goalie Ilya Samsonov
had won his previous 11 decisions before dropping
this one. He also finished with 29 saves.

BLUE JACKETS 4, CANADIENS 3
Pierre-Luc Dubois scored two goals and added an

assist as Columbus defeated host Montreal. Elvis
Merzlikins stopped 27 shots as the Blue Jackets
earned at least one point for the eighth straight game.
Columbus is 17-2-5 over its past 24 games, and
Merzlikins is 10-0-2 since starting goalie Joonas
Korpisalo sustained a knee injury on Dec. 29.
Canadiens goalie Carey Price, making his fifth straight
start, stopped 23 in the loss. Tomas Tatar, Max Domi
and Shea Weber scored for Montreal.

HURRICANES 4, CANUCKS 3
Justin Williams provided the winning marker in a

shootout for the second time in his four games since
returning to action, lifting Carolina past visiting
Vancouver. Nino Niederreiter, Sebastian Aho and
Andrei Svechnikov scored for the Hurricanes in regu-
lation. Elias Pettersson scored two goals, and Tyler
Myers added the other in regulation for the Canucks,
who had a five-game winning streak end. Pettersson
also converted in the shootout. — Reuters

DHAKA: Cricketer Tamim Iqbal is congratulated by teammates as he walks back to the pavilion after a record-
breaking triple hundred on the third day of the BCL first-round match between Central Zone and East Zone at
the Sher-e-Bangla National Stadium. Tamim Iqbal warmed up for his Test comeback with a triple hundred in
first-class cricket that is the highest score on Bangladeshi soil. — AFP

WASHINGTON: Patric Hornqvist #72 of the Pittsburgh Penguins and John Carlson #74 of the Washington
Capitals battle for the puck during the third period at Capital One Arena in Washington. — AFP


